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Lebanese Shawarma and the Origins of the Meat Wrap
Brett Kaufman (Postdoctoral Fellow, 2014 – 2016) and Franck Salameh (Boston College)

It seems that just about every culture has its very own meat wrap, but what you may not realize is that many of them are connected. Shawarma — the delectable rotisserie of a whopping chunk of meat cooking and roasting while it gently spins — is a commonly found, but uncommonly tasty, Near Eastern dish. The origins of this term are unclear — it may come from the Turkish çevirme, meaning “turning,” “rotating,” “spinning” etc. This term is in fact a synonym of the adjective döner (rotary) accompanying kebab, perhaps to connote a rotary/rotating kebab. This is unlike the “shish” kebab which is a kebab roasted on a skewer, as opposed to the rotating “drill” of the çevirme or döner. Another option may be that shaverme is a distortion of the Syriac-Aramaic-Lebanese barme or barrayme, meaning “drill”, to denote the rotating movement of the meat (Hobeika 1939). The rotating nature of the meat on the vertical spit found its way west to Greece as a gyro, literally meaning “to turn around”, and we have inherited the English cognate verb “gyrate” / “to move in a circle” or “spiral”. Although today the shawarma meat is usually lamb, to accord with Islamic Halal dietary restrictions, when in Greece, pork becomes the preferred gyro filling. Much further west, according to Maronite tradition, Christian Lebanese migrants brought the cuisine to Mexico, which today can be found in a soft taco and other dishes with the meat named al pastor, also pork. Eastward, a shawarma type dish found its way to the Central Plain of China where it is called roujiamo (“meat folded into a bun”), with the meat traditionally served as lamb by Muslims, and pork by Han Chinese.

INGREDIENTS (for marinating 2 lb sliced meat)
If available, use a good old-fashioned spit or toaster, rotisserie-enabled. In any case, thinly slice the meat, and marinate 24 hours in a heavenly elixir. If a spit is unavailable, the best would be to roast the meat in the oven (see below), soaked in the marinade, until the marinade reduces to almost nothing.

2 lb beef/lamb (prime rib usually, or any other marbled/fatty cut of meat)
¼ C wine vinegar
¼ C balsamic vinegar
¼ C freshly squeezed lemon juice
1 C EVOO
4 cloves of crushed garlic
1 T ground pepper
2 T kosher salt
2 T cinnamon
1 tsp allspice
1 tsp Lebanese “seven spices” (contains ground cardamom)
2 large onions, sliced thinly

DIRECTIONS
Buzz all ingredients together (except the onions) to make them happy happy, then pour the mixture into the meat container. Make sure everybody is swimming and frolicking together (this may mean getting your hands dirty and massaging the meat and marinade mixture to make sure everything is copiously coated with the Love Elixir, i.e., marinade) and refrigerate for at least 24 hours. Longer is better.
If using a spit, remove the meat slices from the marinade, and thread the skewer through them, interspersing meat slices with the marinated onions. Turn on your gyrating implement, and watch the love happen. After it is slightly charred to perfection, you can slice off the meat as it roasts and toasts, making sure to include a bit of fat for flavor. While you let the now exposed meat continue to circulate and char, you can give your chopped-off meat a brief spin on a griddle, if you’d like it cooked more. If roasting in the oven, put the marinated meats and onions in a roasting pan, and roast at high heat, usually 450°F, for a little over an hour, or until the meat begins almost toasting and the marinade evaporates and thickens (this is where most of the love dwells.)

SERVING INSTRUCTIONS
The best way of enjoying shawarma is in a wrap (called ‘Aaroos in Lebanese, literally “bride”, while a pita or laffa will do just fine) with tahini sauce (see below). The authors disagree over the use of hummus, with Salameh requesting you please not use hummus, while Kaufman is fine with that because he will have more hummus to himself. You may also spread amba sauce on your pita/laffa/’Aaroos. Garnish with chopped parsley, diced tomatoes, pickled turnips, and thinly sliced radishes, as well as your choice of cucumbers, tomatoes, onions (pickled or raw), pickles, french fries, and tabboulé (for a recipe of the latter see JIC I, Kaufman and A. Abdallah 2015, 27).

Wrap everything up, and sahtein/bon appétit! If you can finish a shawarma without sauce dripping down on your hands, or without condiments strewn on the table, it means you’re a pro. Best consumed with Almaza or Maccabee beer.

Bonus Tahini Sauce recipe:
Tahini, meaning “ground sauce/paste” in Arabic, is an extremely unique topping on a variety of dishes. But it goes perfectly with shawarma. The Arabic term, however, is not applied uniformly throughout the entire Near East. In Lebanon, coastal Syria, and even Damascus, the term tarator is used, which in the Balkans is also used for a yoghurt-based sauce, similar to the Greek tzatziki. The concept is in fact similar, with yoghurt used in the Balkan tarator and Greek tzatziki instead of sesame paste for tahini. Moreover, tarator is accepted as a Levantine distortion of the French traiteur (old French Traitier or Traiteur, or Venetian Trattór) for “caterer” or “inn-keeper.” It possibly connotes a type of food as a “treat” or a “special food” (hence the “garnish” that we use it for in these tasty of tasties shawarma wraps.) The modern French traiteur still refers to a provider of “special foods”. We may propose that the English “treat” fits the meaning perfectly, and are certain you’ll agree. Without that lemony paste tickling the taste buds, shawarma would hardly be the delectable “Traiteur’s” tahini treat it is today. The following recipe is for making tahini sauce with canned or bottled tahini paste. To make tahini from scratch using sesame seeds would require a different process.

Blend or whisk: 2 C tahini, ½ C freshly squeezed lemon juice, 3 cloves garlic, pounded into a paste, 1 tsp salt. Add water or lemon juice to adjust taste and texture (should be a loose consistency, but not watery, and not as “pasty” as traditional hummus.)
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